Sport-Related Human Activity Detection and Recognition Using a Smartwatch.
As an active research field, sport-related activity monitoring plays an important role in people's lives and health. This is often viewed as a human activity recognition task in which a fixed-length sliding window is used to segment long-term activity signals. However, activities with complex motion states and non-periodicity can be better monitored if the monitoring algorithm is able to accurately detect the duration of meaningful motion states. However, this ability is lacking in the sliding window approach. In this study, we focused on two types of activities for sport-related activity monitoring, which we regard as a human activity detection and recognition task. For non-periodic activities, we propose an interval-based detection and recognition method. The proposed approach can accurately determine the duration of each target motion state by generating candidate intervals. For weak periodic activities, we propose a classification-based periodic matching method that uses periodic matching to segment the motion sate. Experimental results show that the proposed methods performed better than the sliding window method.